FROM ASHEV ILLE NC
1 Day Mountain Tour
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This tour highlights the Blue Ridge Mountains unique
physical beauty and mountain culture no always easy
to find in the mountain city of Asheville.
1 LINVILLE CAVERNS

Marion
The only show caverns in North Carolina and a constant 55 degrees year round, this guided tour will show you the unique
fish living in the underground stream, and many stalactite &
stalacmite formations. (1 hr)

2 ORCHARD AT ALTAPASS

BRP Milepost 328
Visit this historic orchard astride the Parkway and enjoy live
mountain music and dance daily. A storytelling hayride featuring stories of early settlers, including the Overmountain
Revolutionary War Trail is a must. Mountain crafts, handmade
canned goods and a farm-to-table daily lunch are also available
(2 hrs)
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3 LINVILLE FALLS

BRP Milepost 316
Visit the tallest waterfall on the Blue Ridge Parkway! An
easy half mile walk on a paved trail will take you to the
lower falls, and if you feel like seeing more, another .3
mile walk will take you to the best view of the upper falls.
Bathrooms and Parkway Visitor Center on site. (1 hr)

4 GRANDFATHER MOUNTAIN
4
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BRP Milepost 305
Visit this nature preserve featuring the highest swinging footbridge in Eastern America, the “Mile High Swinging Bridge.”
You will also discover a native animal habitat where you may
spot a bear cub, or a panther and see otters playing. The
nature museum and films speak about the many aspects of
the mountain, including endangered species, priceless gems,
unique weather, and colorful wildflowers and birds. There is a
restaurant and gift shop on site. You can make arrangements
for a naturalist to escort your group and interpret the wonders
of this nature preserve. (3 hrs)

HighCountryHost.com
Candice Cook: 800.438.7500
The High Country of North Carolina features the towns
of Boone, Blowing Rock, Banner Elk, Beech Mountain,
Wilkesboro & West Jefferson along the Blue Ridge Parkway

DRIVE TIMES
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Asheville,NC.... 1 hour, 30 minutes
Charlotte, NC... 2 hours
Knoxville, TN... 3 hours
Columbia, SC... 3 hours, 15 minutes
Raleigh, NC...... 3 hours, 15 minutes
Atlanta, GA...... 5 hours

